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act it must be distinctly understood that the initiative was Hin~
denburg's; neither Hitler's nor the nation's. The cabinet must
have his approval for each individual choice., and he laid down
to the new chancellor the bases of its composition which., owing
to a surprise intervention of the wily Hugenberg, must now include
official Nationalists much to Papen's and to Hitler's disgust. Well-
schooled, the Leader humbly assented to all that was said; the
famous picture which represents him accepting pcnitcntially the
handshake of a frowning, pedagogic President accurately depicts
the situation.
This was the end of the famous march to power., of the con-
quest of the state. The head of the greatest party of Germany,
controller of a great private army, chosen leader of the Third
Reich renounced all his dreams and ate all his rhetoric. Up to
the dark tower Childe Roland had ridden for two years; not alone,
but surrounded by ever-growing legions, he had blown the horn
of challenge to it, and when the great day came, instead of the
grand assault, instead of banners waving bravely to the charge
and Siegfried's sword flashing back the sun, he had trotted quietly
round by the back and been admitted by the servants' entrance.
Never was victory more meanly won. But he was chancellor and
that, to the huckster that by long heredity he was, was all that
mattered. That evening all Germany knew that the bricklayer's
assistant sat in the seat of Bismarck; that was a symbol whose
significance none could miss. Posterity could be trusted to sup-
press how he got there. As he humbly bowed to the presidential
will, behind one of the last relics of the great Bismarckian day
there stood in the background the real man of destiny who
rubbed his hands in silent but profound content; Franz Freiherr
von Papen had triumphed.
When the announcement flashed over Germany, the National
Socialists, uncritical to the end, were beside themselves with
delight, and quite, though uncomprehendingly, honestly; the
bourgeois shrugged their shoulders and, reading the names of
the cabinet, were reassured; the Socialists stiffened their ranks
for a long political fight; the much dreaded "Reds," warned by
torchlight processions and National Socialist threats, did nothing

